We present simultaneous observations of active region 'warm' (1 MK) loops using the Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA) and Hinode EUV Imaging Spectrometer (EIS). Sample EIS spectra for a loop footpoint and a lop leg region are presented, and are used to describe the spectral lines which contribute to the six AIA EUV channels, both directly and predicted with DEM modeling. We find good overall agreement between observed and predicted count rates for the 131 Å, 193 Å, and 335 Å bands, but highlight a number of problems, partly to be ascribed to inter-calibration issues, partly due to the fact that a large number of lines remain unidentified for the 94 Å, 171 Å, and 211 Å bands. We also found that the 335 Å band is severely affected by cross-talk with the 131 Å band and by second order contributions. We extend our previous work where we highlighted the multi-thermal nature of the SDO AIA bands to show that emission from lines formed at typical transition region temperatures (log T [K]=5.0-5.8) can be significant for all the EUV channels, and even dominant in some cases. We also assess the possibility of deriving accurate emission measures from the AIA observations. We have found that the inversion of the AIA data to obtain a description of the thermal characteristics of warm loops is unreliable. We highlight the need for further work on the relevant atomic data before the AIA data can be reliably used for plasma diagnostic purposes.
Introduction
The Solar Dynamics Observatory (SDO) Atmospheric Imaging Assembly (AIA, see Lemen et al. 2011 ) has been providing stunning broad-band extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) images of the Sun, since May 2010, revolutionizing our view of the solar corona. The AIA data are being used for a variety of purposes, however we believe that before any detailed quantitative work can be accomplished, the AIA calibration, the lines dominating the EUV bands, and the relevant atomic data need to be fully understood. This paper aims at clarifying a few relevant aspects, focusing mainly on the importance of cool (log T [K]=5.0-5.8) transition-region (TR) lines in all the EUV bands. In O'Dwyer et al. (2010) we provided a preliminary description of the main spectral lines that are expected to dominate the AIA EUV bands for averaged regions (a coronal hole, quiet Sun, an active region and an M2-class flare). These results were not exhaustive of the many source regions which are present in the solar corona, and did not address the issue of the cool emission.
The presence of cool emission in the SDO/AIA bands is known, but has not been properly taken into account or quantified in detail previously. The AIA responses have only just recently been published . It is very important to understand this cool emission contribution in order to ensure that the correct conclusions are reached when using AIA observations. The issues discussed in this paper are likely to affect several published results. For example, various authors (see, e.g. Schmelz et al. 2010 Schmelz et al. , 2011 Aschwanden & Boerner 2011) have recently used AIA EUV data to infer the thermal characteristics of coronal 'warm' (1 MK) loops. In this paper, we provide examples where we make clear that AIA EUV data alone do not provide reliable information on the thermal characteristics of these loops. This is partly due to the contribution of cool emission in many AIA bands, for which very little atomic data are available, and in part probably due to the multi-thermal nature of the AIA bands. The fact that the AIA bands are sensitive to emission formed over a broad range of temperatures means that extreme care must be exercised when comparing features seen in different bands. This is especially true in active regions, where SOHO CDS observations have clearly shown that most warm loops at each location are almost isothermal in their cross-section (Del Zanna 2003a; Del Zanna & Mason 2003) . This fact, combined with the fact that cooler and hotter loops are persistently intermingled (Del Zanna et al. 2006) , means that often different loops appear superimposed along each line-of-sight.
Another example is the proposal by De Pontieu et al. (2011) that cool, chromospheric material is continuously being heated to coronal (T > 1MK) temperatures, because the same features have been observed both in H-α (with Hinode Solar Optical Telescope, SOT) and in the 304, 171 and 211 Å SDO/AIA bands, which were assumed to be dominated by He  (50,000 K), Fe  (0.8 MK) and Fe  (2 MK). This interpretation is of particular relevance for coronal heating. However, there are two problems associated with their interpretation.
First, as those authors show, within an hour-long observation (cf. their movies s2 and s3), only two clear upward-propagating brightenings were simultaneously observed in the 304, 171 and 211 Å bands, near the foot-points of warm loops, with typical velocities of 75 km/s (cf. their Fig.2 ). In most locations there was good correlation between the blue-wing of the hydrogen H-α and the He  304 Å intensity, but very little correlation with the other 'coronal' bands. Running difference images in the 'coronal' 171 and 211 Å bands do show upward-propagating disturbances most of the time, but these are typical for warm loops (cf. SOHO/EIT, Berghmans & Clette 1999 and TRACE, Schrijver et al. 1999) .
Second, an enhancement in the AIA 171 and 211 Å bands clearly indicates heating of chromospheric material, but not necessarily to coronal (above 1 MK) temperatures. Indeed, here we present quantitative evidence that significant enhancements near the footpoints of warm active region loops in the AIA 171 and 211 Å bands can be due to cool (below 1 MK) emission.
In order to show this, we present simultaneous SDO/AIA and Hinode/EIS EUV Imaging Spectrometer (EIS, see Culhane et al. 2007 ) observations of an active region (NOAA 11127, on 2010 Nov 23). EIS observes two wavelength bands (SW: 166-212 Å; LW: 245-291 Å), hence is the ideal instrument to precisely show what emission is present in the AIA 171, 193, and 211 Å bands because EIS actually observes nearly all wavelengths corresponding to these AIA bands. The EIS instrument also observes most ions contributing to the other AIA bands, hence can be used to estimate the detailed contribution to all the EUV bands, with the exception of the 304 Å one.
As far as we are aware this is the first such detailed analysis presenting a direct comparison between Hinode/EIS and SDO/AIA. In this paper, we carry out a detail investigation of the contribution of cool emission to the SDO/AIA channels. The AIA response functions are discussed in Section 2. In section 3, we select a cool footpoint region in an active region and perform inverse and forward-modelling using simultaneous EIS and SDO/AIA observations, to show which lines dominate the AIA count rates. We also study the temperature distribution of a warm loop leg, deriving the differential emission measure (DEM (T )) from the Hinode/EIS observations (having subtracted the background emission). In section 4 we attempt to derive emission measures from the AIA observations for both the cool footpoint region and the loop leg. In section 5 we draw our conclusions.
The AIA response functions and associated atomic data
Throughout this paper, we use the AIA responses calculated with the use of the CHIANTI  procedure, as outlined in the Appendix. We have then compared the results obtained using the same set of parameters as those adopted for the default AIA response functions which are available within Solarsoft, namely CHIANTI v.6 (Dere et al. 2009 ) atomic data and ionization tables, a constant pressure of 10 15 cm −3 K and a set of 'coronal' elemental abundances. The results are displayed as solid lines in Fig. 1 . The response curves are very wide in temperature, and most of them are double-peaked, showing the multi-thermal nature of these bands. The default AIA response functions available within Solarsoft have been calculated with AIA Solarsoft programs. We found some small differences with the results obtained using these Solarsoft programs (displayed as dashed lines in the same figure), which led to the discovery (in collaboration with P. Boerner from the SDO/AIA team) of a software bug in their continuum calculation. As shown in Fig. 1 , this bug only affected the responses at some temperatures, and the difference between the corrected and un-corrected curves is well within uncertainties. In fact, the overall accuracy of the preflight AIA calibration is estimated to be of order 25% . To this, one would have to add an uncertainty in the emissivities of the spectral lines, which is difficult to assess, but would be at best of the order of 10-20%. Indeed, benchmark studies of the most accurate atomic data in the EUV typically indicates, for the strongest lines, this level of agreement. Another additional uncertainty is due to the lack of atomic data, which for some AIA spectral bands and temperatures is shown in this paper to amount to a factor of two.
The default responses available within Solarsoft are also shown in Fig. 1 (dot-dashed lines). They are slightly different because some correction factors to emission line emissivities are applied within the AIA Solarsoft programs.
The responses depend directly on the measured effective areas , and the atomic data. The new ion abundances (Dere et al. 2009 ) represent a significant improvement over previous ones, and are used here. Large uncertainties are associated with the theoretical estimates of line emissivities, in particular those of the Li-like and Na-like ions, as described in Del Zanna et al. (2002) .
Throughout this paper, we have improved the CHIANTI v.6 data by adopting new atomic data for Fe  (Witthoeft & Badnell 2008; Del Zanna 2009a ), Fe  (Del Zanna 2009b ), Fe  (Del Zanna et al. 2010 Del Zanna 2010), and Fe  (Liang et al. 2010) . These data will be available soon in the next CHIANTI release (Landi et al. 2011, version 7) with the exception of Fe , because of uncertainties in the identifications of the strongest lines ). These new data represent a significant improvement over previous ones, when individual emission lines are considered, however they provide overall minor differences in the AIA responses (see Fig. A .1 in the Appendix). Significant differences in the responses are however found which depend on the choice of chemical abundances, as described in the Appendix. It is therefore recommended that appropriate abundances are used when calculating AIA responses. Some small differences in the AIA response functions are also obtained with different choices of density vs. temperature along the line of sight, hence it is recommended that users create their own AIA responses, which are best suited to each particular observation, following a simple procedure outlined in the Appendix. In this paper, we use the 'photospheric' abundances of Asplund et al. (2009) , because they better represent the oxygen/magnesium ratio observed by Hinode/EIS (see below). ′′ × 160 ′′ ) of the Hinode/EIS observation (Atlas 60), which was obtained by rastering the EIS 2 ′′ slit (from west to east) 60 times by ≃2 ′′ steps. With 60 s exposure time, the observation lasted ≃60 minutes. The EIS study was designed by us, in collaboration with P.Young and H.Warren, to obtain the full EIS spectral range needed for the present analysis.
Observations and analysis
The EIS data were processed in various steps. We adopted the EIS software and database available within SSW to find the location of the dust, the warm and hot pixels. We then used standard SSW routines to locate the cosmic rays. We found that the amount of unusable pixels was so large that the line fitting methods failed at many locations. We therefore used custom-written software to linearly interpolate the unusable pixels, and visually inspect each single EIS exposure in all channels. We then used custom-written software to rotate each exposure, to correct for the slant of the spectra relative to the axes of the CCD (3.7±0.2 arc seconds end-to-end), as found in Del Zanna & Ishikawa (2009) . The offset (18 ′′ ) between the SW and LW channels in the N-S direction was corrected, leaving a FOV of 120 ′′ × 140 ′′ . The intensities of the EIS lines were obtained with Gaussian fitting (using custom-written software) of the spectra in data numbers, subtracting a constant bias. Fig. 3 shows a selection of radiances, formed by (largely unblended) lines from ions (Fe , Fe , Fe , Fe , Fe , and Fe ) which are commonly expected to dominate the AIA 131, 171, 94, 193, 211, 335 Å bands. We then analysed the AIA full-disk data taken simultaneously with the EIS one-hour long observation. After processing the level-1 data with aia prep v.4.0, we found that the location of the solar limb in the AIA images was not accurate, and we had to rescale the pixel sizes (nominally 0. Given that the AIA spatial and temporal resolution are very different from the EIS ones, the AIA data have been carefully processed for a direct and meaningful AIA/EIS comparison. The characteristics of the EIS point-spread-function (PSF) are still not known, however the typical effective resolution is known to be about 3-4
′′1 . This does not mean that the PSF of the EIS combined optics is 3-4 ′′ . Indeed, there are at least two effects which degrade the EIS resolution. The first is the solar variability. It is clear, by inspecting the AIA images, that a small amount of variability is present at all times. The long exposures needed to obtain a good signal in the EIS spectra degrade its effective resolution. The second is the jitter of the Hinode spacecraft and the internal flexing of the EIS instrument, which combine to produce an effective random jitter of about 1-3 ′′ on very short (minutes) timescales. This occurs at all times and degrades the EIS resolution. In principle, with special observing sequences, it should be possible to accurately estimate the EIS PSF by comparison with AIA observatons. As explained in the Appendix, the data presented in this paper indicate good agreement between AIA and EIS PSF when the AIA images are convolved with a Gaussian of between 2 and 4 ′′ full-width-half-maximum (FWHM). The results presented here are not significantly affected by the exact number for the PSF, and a value of 2 ′′ is chosen. For each EIS slit position, we first convolved each AIA image. We then averaged those AIA images taken during each EIS exposure, rebinned them onto the 'EIS pixel' size, and obtained a slice of the corresponding averaged AIA image. We then built a time-averaged 'rebinned' image for direct comparison with the EIS monochromatic images.
The processed results are shown in Fig. 3 . It is clear that the 131 Å rebinned AIA image is in excellent agreement with the EIS Fe  monochromatic one, suggesting that this AIA band is dominated by this ion in this observation. The pointing of the EIS raster was obtained by cross-correlating the Fe  image with the AIA 131 Å rebinned image. The co-alignment is very accurate (1 ′′ ) and indicates that the EIS mirror steps are such that successive EIS exposures are actually separated by 1.9
′′ and not 2 ′′ as commonly thought. Fig. B .2 in the Appendix shows a good alignment in the features. A very similar number (1.92 ′′ ) was measured by Hara (2008) .
There is generally good agreement between AIA and EIS count rates, indicating that: a) as a first approximation, an EIS Gaussian PSF of 2 ′′ FWHM seems appropriate; b) very low scattered light seems to be present in both AIA and EIS instruments. The EIS monochromatic images displayed in Fig. 3 clearly indicate that the core of the AR is dominated by 3-4 MK emission (cf. Fe , Fe ). In contrast, the southern part of the FOV is dominated by fans of cool/warm loops which are particularly strong in Fe , Fe . The legs of these warm loops are clearly observed in all AIA rebinned images, in spite of the fact that they do not emit at all in Fe , Fe , and Fe  (as seen by EIS).
Contributions to the AIA EUV bands
To investigate further the emission line contributions to the AIA bands, we have subtracted, for each of the AIA images (Fig. 3) , the contribution (DN/s) from the 'dominant' ion, either directly observed with EIS, or estimated from the EIS radiances and the atomic data. The results are shown in Fig. 3 . A few key aspects are discussed below, while more details are given later in the paper.
131 Å
The AIA 131 Å band is dominated by two Fe  lines, at 130.94, 131.24 Å. Their intensity has been estimated from the Fe  185.2 Å transition observed by Hinode/EIS, although this estimate is quite uncertain, because of the temperature sensitivity of the soft X-ray vs. the EUV lines, and because of the uncertain atomic data for this ion (Del Zanna 2009b) . The morphology of the AIA 131 Å image, with the Fe  contribution subtracted, shows residual TR emission, due to ions formed at lower temperatures.
171 Å
The AIA 171 Å band is dominated by Fe  171.0 Å. The line is very strong, but being at the edge of the EIS sensitivity, has very low count rates, and measurements are very uncertain (30-40%). The morphology of the AIA 171 Å is similar, but not the same as that for all the Fe  lines observed by EIS, as shown in Fig. 3 , with the AIA 171 Å image being closer to that for the lower-T Fe . The interpretation of this band is particularly complex, because of density and temperature effects. Towards the loop footpoints, the Fe  171.0 Å is actually expected to have a lower emission, due to increasing densities. However, due to lowering temperatures, the Fe  171.0 Å emission should increase significantly (see Del Zanna 2009a). One puzzling aspect is the large AIA count rates due to Fe  171.0 Å, as predicted from the Fe  188.5 Å assuming a ratio (photons) of 19., the theoretical ratio at log T [K]=5.9. Further detailed studies which take into account the temperature and density structure of the loops will be needed to find the reasons for the above discrepancies.
3.1.3. 94 Å The AIA 94 Å band has a significant contribution from Fe  94 Å. Its ratio with any of the EUV Fe  lines observed by EIS is strongly temperature-sensitive. For example, assuming a temperature of 1 MK, the ratio of the 94 Å with the 184.5 Å line is 0.028, however at log T [K]=5.7 it is predicted to be 0.011. We know that the atomic data for the Fe  94 Å line are not accurate, so the estimate is very uncertain. The AIA 94 Å image, with the estimated Fe  contribution removed, clearly shows that the band is blended with lines formed over a range of temperatures. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 , where the AIA 94 Å rebinned image, with the estimated Fe  contribution removed, is shown together with a selection of EIS monochromatic images. There are at least two residual types of morphology: the first one is caused by emission in the 1.5-2 MK range, due to an ion formed at temperatures between Fe  and Fe  (see region B in the figure). Inspection of region A in Fig. 4 suggests that the main blending line is most likely to be a decay to an excited state. As an example, Fig. 4 shows two transitions from Fe , one at 192.4 Å, which is a decay to the ground state, and one at 196.6 Å which is a decay to an excited state, which is brighter when higher-densities are present. The second blend is clearly caused by cooler emission, due to ions with formation temperatures close to Fe  (see region C in the figure) . This is not a surprise, since a number of strong unidentified transitions have been observed very close to 94 Å in high-resolution solar spectra, well within the sensitivity of this AIA band.
193 Å
The AIA/EIS comparison for this band is relatively straightforward, given that all the lines contributing to the AIA channel are easily observed with EIS. In average AR conditions, the dominant lines in the 193 Å band are the three strong Fe  192.4, 193.5, 195 .1 Å. The contribution from these lines has been subtracted from the AIA rebinned image, and shown in Fig. 3 . It is clear that significant residual cool TR emission is present.
211 Å
In the cores of ARs, the dominant contribution to the 211 Å band is a single Fe  transition at 211.3 Å, observed by Hinode/EIS (at the edge of the SW channel). However, the AIA 211 Å band, with this Fe  contribution subtracted, shows dominant cool emission (Fig. 3 ) in many places.
3.1.6. 335 Å Finally, in the case of the 335 Å band, the dominant contribution in the core of active regions is from the Fe  335.4 Å transition, normally blended with Mg  and Fe . The ratio with the Fe  263 Å, observed by EIS, is slightly temperature sensitive. The Fe  contribution to the AIA 335 Å has been subtracted assuming a ratio of 17.5 (photons), and the residual (see Fig. 3 ) again clearly shows that the 335 Å band is dominated by cool emission in many places. 
Discussion of cool emission: loop footpoint
A lot of small-scale activity is present in all the AIA images, in particular close to the legs of the warm loops, and over timescales as short as the AIA cadence (12s, hence much shorter than the EIS exposure time). Upward-propagating features are seen in all EUV bands, with the exception of the 304 Å band, where the opposite is quite often observed. As in the observations shown by De Pontieu et al. (2011) (cf. their movies s2 and s3), only occasionally upward-propagating features are simultaneously seen in the 304 and in the 'coronal' 171, 193 and 211 Å bands. These events are not clearly observed in the other bands because of low signal-to-noise. The much lower spatio-temporal resolution of the EIS instrument does not allow a detailed characterisation of such single events, however EIS clearly observes ensembles of such events, near the footpoints of the warm loops, and indicates that a considerable amount of cool emission is present.
To quantify the contribution of cool lines to the AIA bands, we selected a region 'B' (six EIS pixels) at the base of an ensemble of loops, indicated in Fig. 5 . This region has strong O  emission which is not co-spatial with the emission at higher temperatures such as Fe  (see Del Zanna 2003a and Young et al. 2007 for a description of how loop foot-points are visible at progressively different temperatures). Table 1 shows the observed AIA count rates in six of the seven AIA EUV bands, rebinned over the EIS resolution and averaged over region 'B'. Notes. Column 2 indicates the observed AIA count rates (averaged DN/s per EIS pixel). Column 3 shows the simulated AIA count rates, obtained directly from the EIS spectra. Column 3 shows the simulated AIA count rates, obtained from the DEM modeling. We then obtained an EIS averaged spectrum for region B and performed a DEM analysis on the EIS intensities, assuming a spline functional (see Del Zanna 1999 for details). The DEM (see Fig. 6 ) shows a significant peak at log T [K]=5.7. Good agreement between the predicted and observed radiances in O , O , Mg , and Mg  lines was obtained adopting the 'photospheric' abundances of Asplund et al. (2009) 
We then used this DEM to forward-model and simulate the AIA count rates, using the same set of parameters adopted for the inversion. This was done by calculating line and continuum emissivities as a function of wavelength and temperature. These were then folded with the AIA effective areas and the DEM distribution to obtain AIA simulated count rates as a function of wavelength and temperature. These count rates were then summed over wavelength, to obtain the AIA simulated count rates as a function of temperature, shown in Fig. 7 . We also integrated the AIA simulated count rates over temperature, and produced simulated AIA count rates as a function of wavelength, to be compared to those obtained directly from the EIS spectrum. A bin size of 0.022 Å and a FWHM of 0.08 Å was adopted. For the 131, 171, 94, 193, 211 and 335 Å channels the resulting simulated spectra are displayed in Figs. 8, 9 , 11, 12, 13 and 14 respectively. The main lines in the spectra are labeled. The total AIA simulated count rates are displayed in Table 1 (column 4). We then converted the EIS radiances into simulated AIA count rates, for the 171, 193 and 211 Å channels, using the EIS (Lang et al. 2006 ) and AIA ) effective areas (as currently available within Solarsoft). The results are shown in Figs. 9, 12, and 13. The prominent lines (for region B) contributing to the AIA 193 and 211 Å count rates are listed in Tables 2  and 3 . In these tables, we have indicated the approximate identification. We used the detailed results from Del Zanna (2009a) to identify a feature as a cool TR line. At the bottom of the tables, a summary of the AIA count rates in terms of coronal and cool emission is given (the totals include weaker lines not listed in the Tables). The totals of the simulated AIA count rates are shown in columns 3, 4 of Table 1. Note that these numbers are higher than the totals in Tables 2 and 3, because they include a forest of weak lines. 
131 Å
As shown in Table 1 , good agreement is found between observed and simulated AIA count rates for the 131 Å band, dominated by Fe . As shown in Fig. 8 , there are various O , Ne  Ne  TR lines which are obvious candidates to explain the residual TR emission in the 131 Å band, shown in Fig. 3 . Obviously, if 10 MK plasma is present, other transitions due to Fe , Fe  and Fe  become important for this band.
171 Å
The estimate of what the AIA count rates should be, based on the EIS observation (Table 1) , is uncertain, given the large sensitivity to where the true bias of the EIS CCDs lies. Despite the low signal, no significant O  and O  emission is observed by EIS, as shown in Fig. 9 , so the emission is dominated by the Fe  171 Å line. This is confirmed by the DEM modeling: despite significant emission measures at lower and other temperatures, the DEM predicts negligible contribution to this AIA band from the O  172. 
Notes. λ o (Å) is the measured wavelength, DN (EIS) are the total EIS data numbers in each line, R (EIS) are the EIS radiances in phot cm
−2 s −1 arcsecond −2 , CR (AIA) are the contribution to the AIA band as DN/s per EIS pixel. The column ID provides the identification (bl: blended; sbl: self-blend; u: unidentified; TR: transition-region line). When known, the class of a line is given (i.e.: u VII is a line with a morphology similar to Fe VII)
One aspect which has however been overlooked in the work by De Pontieu et al. (2011) is the fact that the Fe  171 Å is sensitive to very cool, down to log T [K]=5.5, emission, as shown in Fig. 10. Fig. 10 shows the G(T ) for Fe  171.0 Å and the product of DEM(T )×G(T ) (DEM(T ) corresponds to the DEM curve in Fig. 6 ). It can be seen that DEM(T )×G(T ) has a peak at log T [K]=5.75. Fig. 7 shows that a significant part of the observed count rates in region B originates from plasma at log T [K]=5.7, due almost entirely to Fe .
94 Å
For the 94 Å channel, the DEM modeling shows a significant contribution from Fe  7f-3d transitions (see Fig. 11 ), for which atomic data are very uncertain. Work is in progress on a new calculation, but we anticipate here that the current emissivities are underestimated. As shown in Fig. 11 , even with the current atomic data, the contribution from these Fe  cool lines is significant, hence they can at least in part be responsible for the cool TR emission present in the AIA band (as shown in Fig. 3 and discussed previously).
The AIA count rates for the 94 Å channel are underpredicted by a factor of two, which is partly due to the very approximate atomic data for the Fe  7f-3d and Fe  4s-3p lines, and partly due to blending with other transitions. Obviously, if much hotter emission is present, Fe  becomes dominant in this band. 
193 Å
The spectrum of region B shown in Fig. 12 , clearly indicates which lines contribute significantly to the residual cool TR emission in the AIA 193 Å band (in Fig. 3 ). Very good agreement (within a relative 16%) between the AIA observed count rates and those predicted directly from the EIS spectrum is found (see Table 1 ). This is almost independent from the choice of EIS CCD bias, and suggests a good relative calibration between these two channels.
The new atomic data (Fe , Fe , Fe ) are important for this band. The DEM modelling fails to reproduce the Fe , which are underestimated by a factor of about four. The DEM modelling predicts AIA count rates close to but below those observed. This is partly caused by a large number of unidentified lines (see Table 2 ), some of which are known for sure to be cool lines, as described in Del Zanna (2009a). Overall, even for this band, a significant contribution from lines formed below 1 MK is present, as can be seen in Fig. 7. 3.2.5. 211 Å Fig. 13 clearly shows that most of the lines contributing to the 211 Å band are observed by EIS, given the sharp decline of the AIA effective area above 212 Å. In spite of this, the total AIA count rates predicted from the EIS spectrum are 50% higher than the observed ones. There is a 20% or so uncertainty due to a forest of weak lines and the location of the EIS CCD bias, however the discrepancy is present and suggests a calibration problem with either EIS, AIA or both.
More than 50% of the observed spectral lines are unidentified. The most prominent ones are labeled in Fig. 13 , and detailed in Table 3 . Indeed, if one considers only the strongest lines, about half are due to unidentified lines, for which no atomic data are yet available. The strongest lines have been observed since the early EUV rocket flights in the 1960's.
Another 20% of the observed spectral lines are clearly due, as detailed in Del Zanna (2009a), to TR lines, for which atomic data are either unavailable or inaccurate. The few lines for which we have atomic data already produce a significant lowtemperature contribution, as shown in Fig. 7 . The spectral region above 212 Å, not observed by EIS, is also a region which has received very little attention to date, and it is likely that a significant contribution from unidentified lines is also missing there. In summary, the total AIA count rates (Table 1 ) are underpredicted by more than a factor of two due to a lack of atomic data.
335 Å
The 335 Å band is clearly sensitive to a host of cool transitions in the 310-350 Å range (see Fig. 14) . A significant contribution (about 50%) is predicted to come from lower wavelengths, around 184 and 131 Å. The first is due to a predicted secondorder peak in the mirror reflectivity around 184 Å , while the second is due to cross-talk.
The 131 Å and 335 Å bands share the same telescope, and both channels are illuminated at all times. As the focal-plane filter does not reject all light from the opposite channel, there is some cross-talk between the two wavelength channels. The presence of the cross-talk was known , and indeed the AIA effective area for the 335 Å channel include an estimate of the contribution from the 131 Å band (as they do for the second-order contribution).
The cross-talk was predicted by Boerner et al. (2011) to be significant only in flaring conditions, however in the simulation presented here it appears to be significant even in normal active region conditions. The reasonable agreement between the observed and simulated count rates supports the validity of the estimated cross-talk and second-order peak. It is also possible that some contribution from He  304 Å exists. Overall, cool emission for region 'B' dominates this band, as shown in Fig. 7. 
The warm loop leg
To test how accurately the thermal distribution of warm loops can be inferred from SDO/AIA observations, we have selected a loop leg region 'L', shown in Fig. 5 , and a nearby background/foreground region 'BG'. Region 'L' has strong emission just below 1 MK. The AIA observed count rates, together with those simulated (based on the Hinode EIS spectra) are displayed in Table 4 .
We have followed the same analysis procedure as described previously for the loop base region 'B', and obtained a set of background-subtracted Hinode EIS line radiances. The hottest lines with marginal residual counts are due to Fe . -3  131  162  60  102  --103  171 3705 2256 1449  9919  5004  4684  193 2290 1469  821  2558  1611  631  211  682  416  266  877  622  116  335  41  22  19  --14 Notes. The AIA count rates are in averaged DN/s per EIS pixel. L bgs are the background-subtracted AIA count rates. L (EIS) and BG (EIS) are the count rates for the loop leg (L) and background regions, directly based on the EIS spectra. Pred. L bgs are the background-subtracted rates for the loop leg as predicted from the DEM modeling.
The EM loci curves for a few strong lines are shown in Fig. 15 (top) , indicating a near-isothermal plasma with log T [K]=5.95, as confirmed by the DEM modelling, with results shown in Fig. 15 (bottom) . For a description of the EM Loci method, first introduced by Strong (1978) and later applied by Del Mason (2003) and Del Zanna (2003b) to show that warm AR loops are close to isothermal, see Del Zanna et al. (2002) .
We have then simulated the AIA count rates as done previously, and found that in this case the contribution from lines formed below 1 MK is even more dominant, as is expected from the shape of the DEM. Figs. C.1, C.2 in the Appendix show Any analysis based on AIA observations of warm loops will be very uncertain, considering the large number of unidentified cool TR lines, and the uncertain atomic data for those lines that are known. The total AIA simulated count rates based on the DEM modeling are shown in Table 4 . As in the previous case, relatively good agreement is found between the observed and simulated count rates for the 131, 193, and 335 Å bands, but large discrepancies are present for the 94, 171, and 211 Å bands.
DEM inversion using the AIA data
We now assess if it is possible to derive accurate emission measures from the AIA observations, using the cool footpoint region and the loop leg as examples. First of all, given that the Del Zanna (1999) DEM analysis method, despite being robust, is subjective in the choice of the nodes of the spline, we have also carried out a DEM analysis with the same Hinode/EIS data using the MCMC method (Kashyap & Drake 1998) . We wrote customwritten software to run the MCMC code. The MCMC routine is robust and has been used for a long time to study stellar coronae. The AIA response functions have been obtained using the same set of atomic data and parameters, as described in the Appendix. The result for the cool footpoint region B using the MCMC method and EIS data, shown in Fig. 16 (top) , is very similar to that given in Fig. 6 . The fitting was carried out over the temperature range log T [K]=5.5-6.5 and with a log T [K]=0.1 step.
On the other hand, a very different DEM distribution is obtained when the MCMC inversion technique is applied to the AIA count rates. We first applied the inversion using all six EUV bands (Fig. 16, middle) , then excluding the 94 and 211 Å bands (Fig. 16, bottom) , which we know are unreliable. In both cases, very different DEM distributions are obtained, despite the fact that all the AIA count rates are closely reproduced, as shown in detail in Table 5 .
The results for the loop leg region L are somewhat similar. Any DEM inversion of an almost isothermal plasma is going to be particularly challenging. Fig. 16 (top) shows the result obtained with the MCMC method and a selection of EIS spectral lines. The method does provide a clear peak at the correct temperature, although it overestimates the DEM at lower T . It can be compared with Fig. 15 .
On the other hand, as in the previous case, a completely different DEM distribution is obtained when the SDO/AIA data are used, using the six and four bands (Fig. 16 middle, bottom) . It should be noted that despite the fact that the AIA DEMs are very different, as in the previous case, the AIA count rates are very closely reproduced, with the exception of the 94 Å as shown in Table 6 .
Conclusions
We confirm the results predicted by O'Dwyer et al. (2010) , in that all the AIA EUV bands are naturally multi-thermal. In particular, we have extended our previous analysis to study the contribution of cool emission to the AIA bands. We presented a cool loop footpoint and a warm loop leg. The DEM for the cool loop footpoint peaked at log T [K]=5.7 and for the warm loop leg at around log T [K]=5.9. We have carried out a direct (with overlapping wavelength ranges) and indirect (by deriving a DEM from EIS and forward modelling) simulation of AIA channels.
We find significant contributions from lines formed from log T [K]=5.2 (e.g. O ), 5.4 (e.g. Fe ), 5.6 (e.g. Fe ), and 5.7 (e.g. Fe ) in the 94, 131, 193, 211 , 335 Å channels. The contribution of cool (log T [K]<5.7) plasma to the 171 Å channel is also clearly significant. Our results suggest that the interpretation given by De Pontieu et al. (2011) of the AIA 171 Å and 211 Å observations near active region loop footpoints should be treated with extreme caution. Indeed we have shown that for both a loop footpoint and a loop leg region, the contribution of 'cool' (log T [K]<5.7) plasma is large. For the loop footpoint region, more than 50% of the AIA counts in the 211 Å channel as observed by EIS are due to 'cool' lines. For the loop leg case, 30% (40%) of the AIA counts in the 193 Å(211 Å) channel, as observed by EIS, are due to 'cool' lines.
It is therefore plausible that the few brightenings in the AIA 304, 171, and 211 Å bands that we and De Pontieu et al. (2011) observe near the footpoint of active region loops are signatures of upflowing chromospheric material heated to transition-region temperatures, up to 0.5 MK, although the EIS observations presented here cannot rule out heating to even higher temperatures.
The relatively good agreement (to within a relative 20%) between the EIS and AIA observations in the 193 Å channel is encouraging, considering that it is based on older and independent laboratory calibration measurements performed years apart (see also O'Dwyer et al. 2011 for an earlier AIA/EIS comparison).
The atomic data for many ions, which are important for AIA, need improvement. We find that many unidentified (both cool and coronal) lines contribute to the AIA channels. For the footpoint region, more than 50% of the AIA counts in the 211 are due to unidentified lines. For both the loop footpoint and the loop leg case, 17% (50%) of the AIA counts in the 193 Å (211 Å) channel are due to unidentified lines for which we do not have atomic data. For the loop footpoint case, 32% (20%) of the AIA counts in the 193 Å (211 Å) channel are due to 'cool' lines for which many atomic data/identifications are still uncertain. For the loop leg case, 25% (12%) of the AIA counts in the 193 Å (211 Å) channel are due to 'cool' lines with uncertain atomic data.
We have already carried out a significant amount of atomic physics work in this regard and more work is in progress for Fe , Fe , and Fe . It is clear from our analysis that the 94 and 211 Å bands should not be used for quantitative diagnostic purposes. We have also highlighted significant problems in the 131, 171 Å channels, which should be used with caution.
Different source regions in the solar atmosphere have very different spectral signatures. We stress that even the results shown here should not be generalised. We have found that the inversion of the AIA data to obtain a description of the thermal characteristics of warm loops is unreliable. The inability to recover the DEM is probably related to the fact that the AIA responses (cf. Fig. 1 ) are much wider in temperature, compared to single EIS iron lines (with the exception of the 171 Å). Another possibility is the fact that most AIA responses are doublepeaked. More tests will be required to ascertain the reasons for the large discrepancies between the derived DEMs.
Appendix A: AIA response functions Fig. A.1 shows the AIA response functions calculated with the present atomic data (full lines) as compared to those obtained from CHIANTI v.6 (dashed lines). Since iron is the dominant element in all the six EUV bands considered here, the iron abundance is the main unknown paramater. The 'coronal' abundances adopted within the standard AIA responses are a compilation of older measurements, and have an iron abundance a factor 3.98 higher than the photospheric value of Asplund et al. (2009) . Any emission measure obtained from AIA observations would therefore scale by this factor. It is however interesting to see if different elemental abundances have an effect on the shape of the AIA responses. Fig. A .2 displays the AIA response functions calculated with 'coronal' abundances (solid lines) and with the 'photospheric' abundances, scaled by a 3.98 factor (dashed lines). It is clear that the main peaks in the responses are the same, due to the fact that the peak emission contributing to the AIA bands comes from iron. However, significant differences in the secondary peaks, in particular for the 193 and 211 Å bands, are present. These differences would be enhanced when cool emission is observed.
; Here is a simple example on how to calculate the ; AIA temperature response function for the 193 A channel, using the SSW AIA and CHIANTI programs.
; First, we need to define an array of ;temperatures:
temp=10.dˆ(indgen(81)*0.05+4.0)
; The we calculate an isothermal spectrum using ; the CHIANTI routine isothermal. ; The example below is with constant density ; (edensity=1.e9 ), including all the lines (/all), ; the continuum (/cont), over a range of 5--500 A, ; with a 0.1 A bin, and your choice of elemental ; (abund_name=) and ion (ioneq_name=) abundance. ; regrid the AIA effective areas onto the ; wavelength grid with e.g. interpol:
eff_193=interpol(aia_resp.a193.ea, $ aia_resp.a193.wave,lambda)
; fold the isothermal spectra with the ; effective areas: Appendix B: The EIS spatial resolution
In principle, AIA images could be used to estimate the effective EIS spatial resolution. As clearly shown in this paper, all AIA images are multi-thermal, hence a direct comparison with the EIS monchromatic images is not possible. The only direct comparison that can be made is when considering the 193 Å band. Indeed EIS does observe all the lines contributing to the AIA 193 Å band. For each EIS slit position, we first convolved each AIA 193 Å image. We then averaged those AIA images taken during each EIS exposure, rebinned them onto the 'EIS pixel' size, and obtained a slice of the corresponding averaged AIA image. We then built a time-averaged 'rebinned' image for direct comparison with the EIS monochromatic images. ′′ full-width-half-maximum (FWHM). We also took the EIS calibrated spectra, and for each point multiplied them with the AIA 193 Å effective area, and summed over wavelength, to obtain effective AIA DN/s per EIS pixel. The resulting image is shown in Fig. B.1 (top left) . This image is very close, in morphology and count rates, to the AIA one convolved with a PSF between 2 and 4 ′′ , if one considers the presence of the jitter. What is remarkable is the agreement between the count rates predicted from the EIS spectra and those actually measured by AIA. This is shown in Fig. B .2, where a cut across the images is shown. It is interesting to note that the exact value of the EIS PSF is not relevant for the discussion in this paper, indeed the count rates obtained with a PSF of 2 or 4 ′′ are very similar in most locations. A more detailed analysis of the EIS PSF is deferred to a future paper, once the AIA PSF is well-known. 
